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Abstract

In which I make a mathematical analogy and argue for the surprise claim.

Start with the domain of natural numbers (including 0). You have a set of
base numbers, say three of them, 2, 3, and 4. You receive a stream of trial num-
bers and operate on them with your base numbers. You have a function, the
Euclidean division algorithm, that can tell you how many copies of your base
numbers divide each trial number with remainder 0, if at all. For the entire
duration you have received trial numbers that are always evenly divided (zero
remainder) by your base numbers and are all less than 100, say a list starting
[2,9,42,8,48,2,3,98,81,54,12,9,8,42,3,44,6,8,2,...

Now, if I give you a new base number there two possible results, either the set
of divisible trial numbers stays the same or it changes. If the new base number is
a multiple of current base numbers then the set of divisible trial numbers does not
change, but if the new base number is a prime number then there is an additional
set of divisible trial numbers which we can operate on.

Now, look at surprise, there are two sorts of surprise, epistemic and ontolog-
ical. The former form of surprise could occur if a trial number greater than 100
appears but is still evenly divisible by the base numbers, say 144. It has not been
seen before but the current machinery is sufficient to successfully operate on the
number. We have gained knowledge about the trial numbers but the power of
our machinery has not changed. When we add a prime number to the base num-
bers, the set of all possible trial numbers that we can handle is strictly larger. Our
universe of possibility has expanded.

I would like to describe all possible sentences as trial numbers. To each prime
number corresponds an irreducible postulate and each trial number can be com-
posed of a number of different postulates. So we have a universe of discourse
that is described by the base postulates. A rare or unlikely sentence that is nev-
ertheless describable in terms of a set of base postulates might be surprising but
the cause of that surprise is different in kind from the kind of surprise caused by
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the need to expand the physical ontology, such as when electromagnetism was
added to classical mechanics or when spin was added as a quantum mechanical
feature of particles that was beyond classical prediction.

It is the case that sometimes one set of postulates can describe one situation
but is imcompatible with a possible overlapping set of alternatives. For exam-
ple look at Quantum Mechanics, Special Relativity, and General Relativity. Spe-
cial Relativity is handled in both Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity but
Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity are (currently) incompatible. In Na-
ture there is a seemingly super-Turing aspect of reality. Our universe of discourse
is not closed and there is an intangible overflowing of stuff in our conception of
that universe. We might ask does A, B, C, or D describe situation T and there may
be a case in which an “or other” catch-all option E is most correct. This catch-all
option is designed to capture the unknown and, over time, render it comprehen-
sible. It may be the case that an unknown, through the scientific process, has been
partially explained, so that a new postulate is introduced and (hopefully) reduce
unknown results.

This is reminiscent of starting with a Gödel code for a subset of mathematics.
There are certain propositions that cannot be handled by that subset of mathemat-
ics, but if we add a new base postulate asserting the truth or falsity of that propo-
sition, we expand the sentences we can handle (Hofstadter 1979). For example,
the Axiom of Choice is such a postulate from Set Theory. Adding these new pos-
tulates or seeing the truth of propositions is something that Penrose (1989) argues
is beyond Turing machines and is what mathematical geniuses can do.

I want to support the surprise claim. A simulation can only enumerate trial
numbers reachable with our base primes. While there can be surprise at partic-
ular sentences, the things we learn are different in kind from those analogous to
added new base numbers. Performing experiments, since that unknown quan-
tity is left within the universe of discourse, can produce surprise that is caused
by hidden ontological features that require new base postulates to describe or
explain.

A brutely emergent property could be the manifestation of a new base, whereas
a mundane emergent property, such solidity, can be (in theory) simulated, de-
scribed, or explained by a closed set of sentences and generators.
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